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1. INTRODUCTION 
M.-D. CHOI, J. HOU, AND P. ROSENTHAL 
Let ~and ~ be complex Hilbert spaces. Let ~q~(,,~ and 5~'(~,X) be the 
Banach space of all (bounded linear) operators acting on ,,~ and from ~ into 
~,  respectively. For given A ~ ~'(~), B ~ ~(~"), and C ~ ~'(ogd,~ ~) the 
well-known Parrott theorem [13] states that the partially specified operator 
matrix 
A C 
? 
has a contraction completion (that is, there exists an operator X ~ ~(X,  ,g") 
such that 
is a contraction on ~@ ~,~) if and only if AA* + CC* <~ I and B* B + C* C 
~< L This result has been strengthened and discussed by many authors and 
found some uses in system theory, control theory and other interesting 
subjects (see, for example, [2], [4-6], [8-111, [13], and [151). It seems 
interesting to consider further the question of completion to contractions 
with specified properties. In [9], one ease is discussed: necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions are obtained for partial operator matrices 
A ~ P 
to have projection completions. Also, all possible such completions are 
parametrically represented. From Ando [1] and Arveson [3] it is easy to see 
that 
has a square-zero contraction completion if and only if A is a contraction 
1 with numeral radius at most :. In the present paper, we are mainly interested 
in the square-zero completion and square-zero contraction completion for 
partial matrices of the form 
A C C ~) and ( A 
• . ? B)"  
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We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for such matrices to have 
square-zero completions and give a characterization f all such completions. 
With respect o square-zero contraction completions, necessary and sufficient 
condition are found for ( A C) and some sufficient eonditions for ( A c) 
? ? ? B " 
We introduce some notation. For a linear manifold ~" c X, its closure 
and orthogonal complement will be denoted by ,g7 and ~" ± respectively, and 
P~r will denote the projector onto ~" along A"" . For T ~ ~' (~,  ~) ,  denote 
by ker T, ~'(T), and Lat T the null space, the range, and the lattice of all 
invariant subspaces of T, respectively. We use Tier to denote the restriction 
of T to ~¢t', which is a linear mapping from ~¢¢ into ~,, and T- 1 for the closed 
operator defined by 
(0 )1 ~(~), 
T_Ix --- T [kerT)  l X i f  X 
if x (T )  l 
Let S ~'(~,~,T¢3. Recall that 9~'(S) G~/~(T) if and only if SS* <~ A2AA * 
for some positive number A, which happens if and only if E = T- IS  is 
bounded with IIE[[ ~< h [7]. It is clear that E*y = S 'T*  ly for each 
y ~ 2(T* )  • ker T, so E* is the unique extension of S* T* ~ to the whole 
space ~,  and E* = S*T *- l .  If T is a contraction, then ( I  - T 'T )  1/2 is a 
positive operator and will be denoted by DT,. 
2. COMPLET, ONO (A? c) 
Let A ~(..qrt~) and C ~(~.,~,~.~-'~) be ~ven. We first consider the 
  .aro-zoro 
THEOREM 2.1. 
• ~'(A 2) G~q~(C) and .gi'(AC) c_oq?(C). 
A C 
l 'roof, x r = 0 if and only if 
A 2 + CX = 0, (1 )  
AC + C¥  = O, (2) 
XA + rX  = O, (:3) 
XC + y-2 = 0. (4) 
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From (1) and (2) it follows immediately that ~(A  ~) c~' (C)  and ~2(C) is 
invariant under A. So the condition is necessary. 
Assume that the hypothesis holds. Then there are operators X and Y 
such that A 2 = -CX  and AC = -CY ,  since ~(A  2) ___~(C) and ,~q~(AC) 
_c ~a~(C). If C is inject±re, then X = - C-  1A'Z and Y --- - C-  xAC are uniquely 
determined. Moreover, X and Y satisfy (3)and (4). Therefore, (A c)  is a 
/ \ 
k 
unique square-zero completion. If C is not injective, according to the space 
decomposition ~ = (ker C) ± q)ker C, we may write C = (C 1 0) with 
(Xl) and y (Yll Y12) 
C 1 = C[ (kerC)  ± , X = X, 2 , Y2x Y22 " 
It is clear that X 1 = -C{ IA  2, Yll = -C{1ACI ,  and Yx2 = 0. So we have 
A C) = 
X Y 
a C ) 
_C( IA2  _C l lAC  1 D 0 
= E Y22 
X2 Y21 Y22 
with 
A C, ) ~'~("~ (kerC)Z)  '
D = _C~1A2 _C~IAC 1 
E = (X2 Y21) ~(~( 'q~ (kerC)  ± ,kerC) .  
It is also clear that 
E Y22 = 0 
if and only if g~ = 0 and ED + Y2z E = 0. Now, taking any square-zero 
operator Y2z ~ ~(ker  C) and then taking any solution E to the ec~uation 
ED + Y22E = 0, we can get a square-zero completion for (a C). For 
example, take E = (0 0), i.e., let 
( C11A2)0 and Y= (C  Cl0 Y2 0) 
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with Y~ = O. Then 
Hence the condition is also sufficient. 
[ _  
COROLLARY 2.2. ) o s uore ero w#h 
invariant subspace if and only if A 2 = 0 and ~(AC)  c_~9~(C). 
From the proof of Theorem 2.1 it is easily seen that, in order to give a 
characterization of all X and Y satisfying 
we have to describe the all solutions of the equation ED + Y~ E = O. 
Though an operator equation of the form SX + XT = 0 is always solvable 
(X = 0 is a solution), it is difficult in general to describe the set of all 
solutions. However, if S and T are square-zero, this can be done. To do this, 
we need a lemma which was obtained by Lambrou and Ixmgstaff [12] in the 
separable Hilbert-space case. It is not difficult to check that the following 
lemma is also true in the nonseparable case. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let ~i and ,~(~, i = 1, 2, be complex Hilbert spaces. Assume 
that S ~'( , , l~ ,~)  or T ~(~,~)  is an injective operator with dense 
range. 
(i) I f  one of X and Y is of finite rank, then ( X, Y)  is a solution to the 
equation 
sx  = r r  (5) 
if and only if (X, Y)  = (WT, SW)  for some W ~(~,~1)"  
(ii) In general, (X ,Y )  is a solution to Equation (5) /f  and only if 
X = s-l im, _~ = W,T and Y = s-l im, ~= SW n for some sequence {W,,}~= 1 of 
operators in ~q~(~,~ ). 
NOTE. s-lim denotes the limit in the strong operator topology. 
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Before stating the next lemma, we introduce some notation. For two 
given square-zero perators S ~ .~'(,,~) and T ~ ~'(og(), let 
= {X,, - SW + WT : X,, andW 
with SX 0 = O, XoT = 0 and W arbitrary}, 
:/~1(S, T) = {X: X = s-lira . . . .  X,, for some sequence 
{Xn}  r(S, r )} .  
LEMMA 2.4. Let S ~ ~4(~*d ~) and T ~ ~q~(~) be square-zero perators. 
Then the set of all solutions to the equation 
SX + XT = 0 (6) 
is g f  ~( S, T ). In particular, if one of ~" and ~ is finite-dimensional, then the 
solution set is ~lr( S, T ). 
Proof. It is clear that X ~ ~(S ,  T) will imply SX + XT = 0. Hence 
~(S ,  T) is included in the set of all solutions of (6). Conversely, let X be a 
solution to (6). With respect o the space decompositions 
X= [ker S @ - -  
og( = [ker T (3 - -  
we may rewrite S, T, and X 
~/~(S) ] • ~(S)  • (kerS)  ± , 
..~2(T)] ~ ~(T)  • (kerT)  ± , 
as matrices 
(7) 
(o0o) (!oo) rx11x12x13 
S = 0 0 S 1 , T= 0 T 1 , and X= X21 X22 X2a 
0 0 0 0 0 / X31 Xa2 Xaa 
It is easy to check that SX + XT = 0 if and only if Xlz = 0, X31 = 0, 
Xa2 = 0, and $1X33 + X2zTl = O, while Xu, X13, X2> and X23 are arbitrary. 
Notice that both S 1 and T~ are injective with dense range. By Lemma 2.3, 
there exists a sequence {Wa(?} c_~,~(3(T) , (kerS)  ±) such that X22 = s- 
lim,, _, =( -  S1W3(~ O) and X33 = s-lira. ~ ~ Wa~')T 1. Also note that SY = 0 and 
YT = 0 if and only if Y is of the form 
'Yll 0 Yla / 
Y = (Y0100 Y230 ]" 
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Now, let 
{ ll 0 x / /00 ) 
X 0 = X21 0 X2a and W,, = 0 0 . 
o o o o w~;) 
Then X, = X 0 - SW,, + W,,T ~ ~(S,  T) and X = s-lim,, ~ ~ X, ~ 7f1(S, T). 
The last assertion of  the lemma is also clear from Lemma 2.3(i). • 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A and C satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1. Then 
X ~ ~q~(~, JW) and Y ~ ~(~)  are operators uch that 
is square-zero if and only if, with respect to the decomposition ~ = (ker C) ± 
~ker  C, 
X2 Y21 Y~e ' 
where C 1 = C] (kerC)±,  Y22 is square-zero, and 
X 2 = s-]im(Z~") + W}")A - y22W}") - W(F)C I lA2) ,  
r l  -+  ~ 
Y21 = s-lira (Z~)+ W2(")C1 - Y22W}; ') - W2(F)CllACI) 
for some sequences {Z~")}, {W~ '°} c ~'(X,  ker C) and {Z~I)}, {W~/')) _ 
~'((ker C) ± , ker C), with 9~'(Z~ ")) G ker Y~2, ~ ' (Z~ )) --- ker Yz~, and (Z~ ") 
- Z~)C~ 1A)[~tA)+~(c ) -- 0. 
Proof. From the proof of  Theorem 2.1, X and Y are operators uch that 
if and only if 
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with Y~ = 0 and 
Y~.( X2 Y21) + ( X2 A C 1 ) 
¥21) _C{ IA  2 _C? IAC 1 = 
This happens, by Lemma 2.4, if and only if 
( (A  
(X2 Y21) E~I  Y22, _ella2 
Therefore 
C 1 
-CI1AC1) )" 
O. 
(X2 Y21)=s-l im[(Z(2 
Thus we have 
X 
(A Cl )] 
-C~IA 2 -CIlAC1 • 
and 
X 2 = s-lira (Z9 (n) + We(")A - Y laT('O -- We(?)C;'A 2) n---~m 22"" 2 
Y21 = s-lim (Z(27) + W('OC, - v uZ('O _ We(?)CllACl) n- -~ --22"' 21 
for some operator sequences (Z °o Z(I )) and (W (') We(? )) in ~(~(9  
(ker C) ± , ker C) with 
A C 1 ) 
Y2z(Z(") Z(9~ )) =0 and (Z(9 n) Zg(~ )) _C{,A2 _CClAC ' = O. 
These lead to 
Y22 Z2 ('° = 0, 
Y22 Ztz~ ) = 0, 
Z~">a = z2(7)cf ~a ~ ,
z2(n}c1 = Z{2r~)CI'AC 1. 
It follows that ~(Zz  in)) E.9~(Y22), .92(Z~ )) -c~(Y22), ~2~7(")c~-~1 1Al~,tA)+~i,(c ) is
bounded, and Z (") = Z(7)C{ - 1a on J i ' (A) + ~(C  ). • 
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I f  ~(C)  is closed, we can simplify the representation i Theorem 2.5. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let A and B satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1. 
Assume that ~(  C ) is closed. Then 
AC) 
is square-zero if and only if, with respect to the decomposition ~ = 
(ker C) l ~ker  C, 
( ) ( C lAC 0) 
-CF1A2 and Y= 
X = X2 YZl Y22 
where C1 = C I(ker c) • , Y22 ~ ~q~(ker C) is square-zero, and 
X z = s- l im(q'~ + q~A - Y22CI~n) ,  
Y21 -- s-limqb, C 1 
for some sequences (qb} and {a/z} ___~,(~, ker C) with ker q~ _D~2(A) + 
~?(C) and ~(a I ' , )  _ ker Y22. 
Proof. I f  X and Y satisfy the conditions in the corollary, it is clear that 
( ~ C) is square-zer°" In fact, let Sn = q~n + rbnA - Y22dPn and Tn = OnC1; 
we have 
Y22 Sn + S n A - TnC£1A2 
= Y22~, + Y22~,A - Y~O n + ~Pn A + alPhA2 -- Y22~,A - ~,C,C£1A 2 = 0 
and 
Y22Tn -{- SnC 1 -- T , ,C~IAC1 = Yz2dP,,Clql, nC,dP,, AC  1 
-- Y22~C1 -- dP~CiC( IAC1 = O. 
Thus (S  n Tn) is a solution to the equation 
A C I ) 
Y2z( S T) + ( S T) _C~IA2 _C(,AC I =0 
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for every n, and, as the strong limit of {(S,, Tn)}, (X 2 Y21) is, too. Therefore, 
we have 
A C)  2 = 0. 
X Y 
[Notice that no closeness of ,~(C)  is used here.] 
Conversely, assume that X and g are operators uch that = 0; 
then X and g must have the forms described in Theorem 2.5. Since ~(C)  is 
closed, Ci -1 is bounded. So Z(2'~CflA ~q~(~,  ker C) and we may write Z2 (~ 
as Z2 (n~ = % + Z2(~CflA, where % satisfies the condition that ker % ___ 
~,a~(A) +~(C)  and ~2(~,,) _ ker Y22. Let 
( I )  n = Z2(7)C11 --J- W (n)  _ Y22W(27)C11 - W}f)C{IA, 
which is bounded for each n. Then 
Y21 = s-limqbnCl 
n ..--~ oe 
and 
X 2 = s-lim (a t t ,+  Zto~)C[1A + WA~")A - Y22W~ ) - W~)C; IA  2) 
n---~ oo 
= s-lim [xI~ n + (Z~7)C~ -1 + W} ") - y22W}~)C; t - W}?)C{1A)A  
n ....~ oo 
_ _  Y22W(2 )Cll)] + Y22(W ") - + 
= s-lim(Xlr n + dPnA - Yz2~n), 
n --~ o0 
since Y~ = 0 and ,~'(Zto~ )) ___ ker Y22" This finishes the proof. 
In particular, for the cases of finite dimension, we have 
THEOREM 2.7. Assume that ~ or ~ is finite-dimensional nd A ~ ~(X)  
and C ~ ~q~(~,,,~tO are given. Then 
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has a square-zero completion if  and only if ~(  A 2) G~(C)  and ~(  AC) G 
~(C) .  Furthermore, X and Y are operators uch that 
(Ax 
i f  and only if, with respect o the space decomposition ~g/= (ker C)" (9 ker C, 
( ) ( c lncl ° t C~JA 2 and Y = 
X = att+ ~A - Y2a~ rbC~ Y22 
where C~ = Cl(kerC)l , Y22 is any square-zero perator on ker C, and • and 
E~'6~,ker C) are arbitrary with kerXI t ___~/~(A) +2(C)  and ~(xI  t) G 
ker Y22. 
Proof. This is immediate from the last assertion of Lemma 2.4 and 
Corollary 2.6. • 
REMARK 2.1. It might be useful to consider another description of the 
elements in 
( (n  
Y22, -C (  1A2 - C~ 1AC 1 " 
For an arbitrarily given square-zero operator Y22 ~ ~(ker C), note that 
A C 1 ) 
Y22( X2 Y21 ) -Ji- ( X 2 Y21 ) _C  1 ia 2 -C1  laG1 ~- 0 
if and only if 
Yz~X2 + X2A - Y21C~lA 2 = 0 
and 
¥~.¥21 + X2C1 - ¥21C~1AC1 = O. 
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Decompose ker C as ker C = [ker Y22 e ~'(Y22)] ~3 ~2(Y22 ) ~ (ker Y2~)±, 
we may write 
(00 
Y22 = 0 0 , X 2 = 
0 0 
Thus we have 
n 1 
R2 
R3 
and 
R 1A = T IC( IA  2, 
R1C 1 = T1C ~lACl ,  
GR 3 = -R  e A + T2CI1A 2, 
GT 3 = -R2A + T2Cl lAC1, 
R3A = T3Cl IA  2, 
R3C 1 = TaC~IACj 
T 1 
Y21 = T2 
T3 
R 1 = TIC~JAI,~7(A)+,9~(c~)  Rll  
with R,, ~(X~@ ,~'(A) +~(C~) ,  ker Y22 @ ~(G) )  arbitrary. Then R,A  
= T1CIIA 2 and R1C l = T1CI1AC1. 
Take any T z ~2((ker  C) ~ , '~(Ye2))  and R z ~ '~( '~, '~(Yz2) )  such that 
+ T2C;IA + T C -IAC ) 
this happens if and only if 
,_~(T2CllA( AA * -]- C1C~ ) 1/2 - -R2(AA*  -{- CIC~) 1]2) c~(Y22) ,  
with A, C1, G given and Ti, Ri, i = 1, 2, 3, unknown. 
Now, take any T 1 ~ ' ( (ker  C) ± ,kerY22 O ~(G) )  so that T1C; IA is 
bounded on ~ ' (A)  +,~(C~) ,  and let R1 :y -o  ker Y22 O~(G)  be deter- 
mined by 
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and this is always true if ~a~(Y22) is closed. Then 
R a = G-I(T2CI~A 2 - R2A ) and T a = G-I(T2C;~AC~ - R2) 
are bounded and satisfy both RaA = TaCllA 2 and RaC 1 = T3C~IAC1 
automatically. 
To sum up, for an arbitrarily given square-zero perator Y22, (X2 Y21) is 
in 
if and only if 
((a C1 ) 
Y22, _C~1A2 _Cl lAC1 
X 2 R2 
G- 1(T2C { 1A2 - R 2 A) 
and 
Y21 
T 1 
T2 
G- I (T2CI1AC1 -- R2A ) 
where Rll is arbitrary, T 1 is any operator such that T1CllA is bounded on 
~(A)  +~(C) ,  and R 2 and T 2 are arbitrary satisfying ~q~(T2C?~A(AA * + 
C1C* ) 1/2 - R2( AA* + CIC~ ) 1/2) c_~(Y22). (It is clear that in the finite- 
dimensional case T1, R2, and T 2 are simply arbitrary.) 
Now we turn to the square-zero contraction completion problem. The 
next lemma is taken from [2] and [61: 
( a? nc ) has acontraction completion if and only if AA* + LEMMA 2.8. 
CC* <~ I and B*B + C*C <~ I. Furthermore, with the contractions K = 
DclB * and L - Dc.lA, thecompletion (A c) is a contraction if and only if 
X is of the form 
J 
X = -K*C*L  + DKZDc, 
where Z is any contraction from ~(  O L) into ~(  D K ). 
14 
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(A C) has a square~zero contraction completion i f  and 
AA* + CC* < I, (8) 
A2A .2 <<. CC*,  (9) 
ACC*(  I - CC*)  -~ A* <~ CC*,  (10) 
and, with the contractions L =- Dff, 1 A, M =- C -  1A2, and N = - C -  1ADc, 1 C, 
(NC*L  - M) ( I  - L*L ) - I ( L*CN * - M*)  <~ I - NN* .  (11) 
Proof. Suppose that the hypotheses hold true. Let X = -M,  Y = ND c. 
Obviously, Y*Y  + C*C <<. I, and by (11), there exists a contraction 
Z :~(Dr )  ~ ~(  DN, ) such that 
NC* L + X = NC* L - M = DN.ZD r. 
Hence it follows from Lemma 2.8 that ( AX Cy) is a contraction. We claim that 
it is also a square-zero perator. In fact, 
A 2 +XC =A 2 -CM=A 2-  C(C-1A 2) =0,  
AC + CY = AC + C( -C -1ADc * IC)D C 
= AC -- ACDc lDc  = O, 
XA + YX = -C  IAa + C 1ACC-1A 2 = O, 
XC + yZ = -C  1A2C + ( -C - lAG)  2 -~ O. 
Thus (~ c) is a square-zero contraction completion of (A C), and this 
finishes the proof of sufficiency. 
Now assume that there exist XandYsuchthat (  A C) isasquare-zero 
contraction. Then, by Leinma 2.8, we must have 
A 2 + CX= O, AC + CY= O, XA + YX= O, XC + Y2 = 0; 
AA* + CC* ~ I, Y 'Y+ C*C <~ I, and X= -K*C*L  + DKZD L 
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for some contraction Z. Recall that L = Dc, tA and K = D c 1 y ,  are con- 
tractions. It is obvious that A2A*2<~ CC*, since IIXII ~< 1. Let C 1 = 
Cltkerc)i • According to the space decomposition ~c" = (ker C) ± (gker C, we 
can write C, X, and Y in matrix form 
(x) (Y1 o) 
C= (C ,  0) ,  X= X2 and Y= 
' Y21 Y22 ' 
since (ker C) ± ~ Lat Y. Clearly, X 1 = -C11A 2 and Yu = -C l lACp Note 
that 
cc, ClC  and c,c (c Clo o°) 
So we have 
L = Dc,IA = Dc~A. 
A CI I is must have Because -C?'A 2 -C;'AC1 contractive, we I 
C~C 1 + (Cl lAC1)* CIlAC1 < IltkerC)l . 
Let K 1 =D-1  c~Y~ =Dc l l ( -  C'A* C*-  1); then K 1 is contractive and 
- C(  1AC1 = K~Dcl, 
AC 1 = -C1K~Dct  , 
- AC1DcI 1 = C1K~, 
AC, Dc2C~A * = C,K?KIC ~ 4 C1C ~ , 
AC,C*(  I - C ,C~) - '  A* 4 C,C*, 
-C11A 2 = -K~C~L + DrIZ1D L. 
and this is the same as (10). On the other hand, there exists, by Lemma 2.7, a 
contraction ZI :  .gY( D L) ~ .gY(Dr<,) such that 
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Hence, the operator 
I - K~K 1 
L*C1K 1 - MF 
is positive, where M 1 = Gi la  2. Pllt 
and notice that 
K*CtL  - Ml l 
I - L*L  ] 
M (M1)0 
It is easy to see that 
I -  NN* 
~CN*  - M* 
I I -- K~K 1 0 KFCFL -- M l l  
J L*C1K 1 - M? 0 
t>0, 
and hence (11) holds true. So the conditions are also necessary, completing 
the proof. • 
(A REMARK 2.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.9, x 
square-zero contraction completion of (~ ~) i f  and only if, with respect o 
the space decomposition o~ / = (ker C) ± • ker C, 
x (C lA ) (c lAc, 0) = and Y = , 
X2 Y21 Y22 
where C 1 = Cl(ker C) ± , Y22 is any square-zero contraction in ~(ker  C), and 
(X2 Y21) = Dy~2ZDD, 
with 
A C 1 ) 
D = _C l lA2  _C~IAC 1 
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and Z any contractive solution to the equation 
Dy~ZDDD + Y22Dy.ZDD = O. 
REMARK 2.3. Let ~ CY  be a subspace and T O ~(~T~0,3~). It is 
interesting to ask when T O has an extension to ~Y which is square-zero r a 
square-zero contraction. Let H 1 = H0 l , Then ~T6"= ~0 ~ ~,  and T O can be 
represented as
a ;) 
So the extension problems become the corresponding completion problems. 
By using Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.9, one can easily get the necessary and 
the sufficient conditions for T O to have a square-zero or square-zero contrac- 
tion extension. 
Let A ~ ~q~'(~#), B ~ ~'(~(), and C E ~q~(~,~T6 ) be given. In this section 
we discuss the corresponding completion problems for partial matrices of the 
t" 
form (A? Be)" Firstly we consider two simple cases. 
\ 
[ 
P~oPosiTiO~ 31 As~u~ that c is i~e~i~e ~heo ,A ~, h~o ? B] 
square-zero completion if and only if ~(A  '2) c_~(C) and AC + CB = O. 
Moreover, such a completion is unique if it exists. 
Proof. Observe that (A C) has a square-zero completion if and only if 
there exists an operator X ~ ~'{3~, o~¢') such that 
A 2 + CX= 0, (12) 
AC + CB = O, (13) 
XA + BX= O, (14) 
xc  + B ~ = 0. (15)  
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Since (12) implies ~.~(A 2) G~(C) ,  the conditions are obviously necessary. 
Conversely, if C is injective and ~(A  2) ___~(C), then there exists a unique 
operator X such that A 2= -CX .  Furthermore, (13) implies that B = 
-C-1AC.  Now, it is trivial to check that 
(n C) 
X B 
is a unique square-zero completion. 
PaOPOSlTION 3.2. Suppose that the range of C is dense. Then 
has a square-zero completion if and only if ~(B  .2) G~(C*)  and AC + 
CB = O. Moreover, such a completion is unique if it exists. 
C • Proof. Consider (~; A*)and use Proposition 3.1. 
Before giving the main results of this section, a lemma is needed. For 
operators S, T and F, write ~'F(S, T) for the set 
 F(S,T) ---- { r  - rT )  
LEMMA 3.3. Let S ~ ~q~(Yt) and T ~ ~q~(~") be square-zero perators. 
Let F ~ ~(o~, ~,~). Then the equation 
SX+XT=F (16) 
is solvable if and only if 
(i) SF = FT and 
(ii) ~'F(S, T) ~ Q. 
Proof. If X is a solution to (16), then, by multiplying by S and T from 
the right side and left side respectively, one gets SF = SXT = FT, since S 
and T are square-zero. Obviously, 7fF(S, T )~ ~,  since X ~ YfF(S, T). So 
the conditions are necessary. 
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Conversely, assume that (i) and (ii) hold. Write 
S = 0 S 1 , T -~ 0 0 T 1 , and F = / F21 F22 /723 
0 0 0 0 0 ~ F a F32 F33 
with respect o the space decompositions (7). Condition (i) implies that 
F12 = Fal = F32 = 0 and 81F33 = Fz2T 1. 
Take any Y ~ ~. (S ,  T). Since ,9~(F - YT) G~(S) ,  there exists an operator 
X such that F-  YT= SX. Writing X and Y as matrices X=(X i j )  and 
Y = (Y/j), we have 
0 0 0 ) 
SI X31 S 1 X32 S1 X33 ~-- 
0 0 0 
0 0 Y12TI 
0 0 Y22TI 
0 0 Ya2T1 
F11 0 F13 
= 1 F22 F2a 
0 F33 
Hence, 
Fl l  = 0, Y12TI = F13 , S1X32 = F21, 81X32 = F22, 
Y32 T1 = F3a , 
and 
$1Xaa + Y22T1 = F23. 
Note that X32 = S[1Fz2 = Fa3T1 1 = Yze, since S, Fa3 = Fe2T 1. Let X 0 be 
an operator defined by 
X 0 
X11 FIaT ~- 1 X13 
X21 Y22 X~3 
S~1F2, S;-'F22 X33 
It is easy to check that X 0 is a solution to the equation (16), completing the 
proof. • 
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REMARK 3.1. The set of all solutions to the equation (16) is, by Lemma 
2.4, the set X 0 + ~;~I(S, T). 
PROPOSITION3.4. (A C) hasasquare_zerocompletionifandonlyifth e 
following conditions hold: 
(i) ~(A  2) ___~(C) and ~(B  .2) c~(C*) ;  
( i i )  AC + CB = 0; 
(iii) ~'F(B22, A22) # Q, where A22 = P~c)~ A l~(c~,  B22 = 
PkerCClkerC, and 
F=Pk~c(  B2C-1A + BC 1A2)L~(cp. 
Proof. The necessity of (i) and (ii) is clear. To show the necessity of (iii), 
let X be an operator such that 
According to the decompositions , ,~= ~2(C) • ker C*, ~ = ~.~(C*) • 
ker C~ 
(nol °0) 
B u 0 and X = 
B = B21 B2 2 , ~X21 X2 2 . 
It is clear that A~2 = 0, B~2 = 0, Xlt = -c~-lal2v u ,l 1 , X12 = -c~l l (AuA12 + 
A12 A2z), and X21 = -(B21B u + B22B21)C~l 1 are uniquely determined and 
X22 satisfies X22 Az2 + B22 X22 = F with 
F = -X21A12 - B21X12 
= (BnB u + B22B21)C~llA12 + B21C~-11(AuA12 + A12A22 ) 
=Pkerc( B2C-1A + BC lA2)lkerC.. 
It follows that X22 ~ ~'F(B22, A22). Hence (iii) is also necessary. 
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Conversely, assume that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. We have to show that there 
exists an operator X ~ ' (~,  o,~)such-that [a C~ is square-zero. Observe 
/ \ 
\ X B ) 
that conditions (i) and (ii) imply that 
and that 
-1  2 -C  n A u, 
A~2 = 0 ,  Bg2 = 0 ,  B l l  = -CIlIAI1Cll 
- C(11 ( An Ale + Ale Aee), 
are bounded. Let 
-C  u All -C~-ll(AllA12 + A12 Aee) 
X = - (Be lB l l  + BeeBel)Clx 1 Xee 
with Xee arbitrary. We have 
A e + CX=O and B e +XC =0.  
(A It is obvious that = 0 if and only if Xz2 is a solution of the equation 
Xee At2 + Bee Xee = F. (17) 
By I~mma 3.3 and condition (iii), (17) is solvable if and only if Bee F = FAte. 
This is true because we have 
Bee F = Bee B21BllC{11A1e + Bee BelC~I 1 ( All Ale + Ale Ate) 
-- BezB21C~XAuA12 + Be2BelC~ll( AuAle + Ale A,22) 
= Bee BelCulA12 Aee 
and 
and - (  BetBl~ + B22Bel)C~I 1 
FA22 = ( Bel Bu + B22 Bel)CulA12 Aeo + B21C(llAll A12 
~- ( -Be lCu lAHCn + B22 B21)C~11A12 A.2e + BelCnlAI1 A12 
= Bee B21CnlA12 At2. 
The proof is finished. 
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REMARK 3.2. Under the h)~potheses of Proposition 3.4, one can easily 
see from the previous proofthat {A C)isasquare_zerocompletionof(A c )  
if and only if 
-1 2 ) -C l l  All -G i l l (  AuA12 + A12 A22) 
X = - (B21Bl l  + B22B21)Cul X22 , 
where Xz2 is any solution to the equation (17). Now we investigate X22. 
Decompose ~'(C) ± and ker C as 
.~/~(C) ±= [ker A2. 2 e ~Oi~( A22 ) ] ~ .~( A22 ) ~ (ker A22) l , 
kerC = [kerB22 (9 ~'(B22 ) ]  (9 ~?(Bz2 ) ¢ (kerB22) ± 
Then Azz , Bz2, A12, B21 , and X22 can be written in matrix form 
( 00) 
Az2 = 0 D , B22 = 0 0 , A12 = (Q1 
0 0 0 0 
Q2 Qa), 
n21 
T1) 
T2 , 
T3 
and X22 = 
R~I R12 
R21 R22 
R31 R32 
R13 
R2a , 
R33 
respectively. Then X22 is a solution to (17) if and only if 
R~2D = T1CulQ2D, 
R32D = T3CuIQ2D, 
GR32 = GT3Cu lQ2, 
GR31 = GT3CulQ1, 
R22D + GR33 = (GT 3 - T2ClI1AuCu)C~llQ3 + T2c~ll( AnQ3 q- Q2D) 
= F23, 
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while Rll, R13, .R21, and R23 are arbitrary. Condition (iii) implies that 
n12 = T1C{llQ2, n31 = T3C~IQ2, and R3z = T3C~IQ~ are bounded and 
there exist R~ and R'33 such that R'~ D + GR'3~ = F23. Let 
X22 
Rll T1ClllQ2 R13 
R21 R'22 + GW Re3 
T3C;~Q, T3C{~'Q2 R'33 - WD 
with Rll , Rla , R2l, R23, and W arbitrary. Then Xz2 is a solution to (17). In 
particular, if ~(G)=~(Y22)  is closed, then Re2 is also arbitrary and 
n~ = G-1F2a; if ~(C)  is closed, we may take R~2 = T2C~Q2 and R~3 = 
T~C;I~Q3. 
Generally speaking, condition (iii) in Proposition 3.4 is not simple and is 
not easy to check. However, in many important cases this condition can be 
omitted. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that A, B, and C satisfy one of the following 
conditions: 
(1) Pker C BC-  IAPke rc* is bounded; 
(2) ~(Pmcc)APk¢rC.) ~(C)  (or ~(P~cc,)B*ekerC) _____~(C*)); 
(3) ~(c )  = ~(c ) .  
Then 
has a square-zero completion if and only if ~(A  2) c~(C) ,  ~(B  .2) c 
~a~(C*), and AC + CB = O. 
In addition, with respect o the decompositions 22~ = ~(  C ) • ker C* and 
= ker C ± • ker C, the set of all square-zero completions i  exactly the set 
ofall(~ 7) with 
X = 
-1  2 
-- C l l  All 
- (  B21Bll + B22B2I)C~ 1 
-CHl(  AllA12 + AI2Az2) 1 
BzlC{llA12 + s-l im (S~ - B22W,~ + W,,A22 ) ) 
for some sequences {Sn} and {W n} such that B22S,, = 0 and S,, A22 = O. 
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Proof. Since (3) ~ (2) ~ (1), we need only to prove the corollary for 
case (1). 
Assume that (1) holds true. If ~(A  e) c~(C) ,  ~(B  *e) c~q'(C*), and 
AC + CB = 0, it is not difficult to see from the proof of Theorem 3.4 that 
,(A? C)B has a square-zero completion if and only if the equation (17)is 
solvable. Using the same notation as that of the proof of Theorem 3.4, we 
have 
F ~ (BelB u + B22Bel)ClllAle + BelC~ll(AllAle + AleAe2) 
Be1BllClllAI2 + Bee B21CulAI2 + BqlCuIAll Ale + BelC~l~Ale Ae2 
= -BelC~IIAuA~2 + B2.2Be1C(llAr2 + BelC{11AltAle + BleC~llAleAe2 
= B22(B21C(llA12) + (B21Cll'A12)A22 
(the boundedness of PkercBC-1APk,.~c • will imply the boundedness of 
B21C[llA12). Therefore, Equation (17) becomes 
(X22 - Be,C~l'Ale)A22 + B22( X22 - B2,C~lIA12) = O, 
which is always solvable. The set of all solutions is 
B21CulA12 + 7~'1(B2o, A22). 
So the last assertion of the theorem is obvious by Lemma 2.4. 
In particular, we have the following 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that ~'(C) is closed. Then 
has a square-zero completion if and only if ~(A  2) c~(C) ,  ~'(B .2) c 
,~(C*), andAC + CB =0.  Moreover, Xisanoperatorsuchthat (Ax cs) is 
square-zero if and only if 
X = s-lira ~ ( -C - 'A  2 + atr,~ + f~n A -- Bf~n) 
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fo r  some operator sequences {~.} with ker ~.  2~2(A)  +~(C)  and ~9~(~,,) 
c kerB  ~ kerC  and {(I).} with  ~ = Pkerc (BC -1 + AnPkerC*)  and A n 
arbitrary. 
Proof. Assume that X has the form in the theorem. Write X, = 
- -C -1A  2 -t- ~t  n q- ffPn A -- BdP n. Then X n is bounded for each n, since ~(C)  
is closed. Note that C~ n = C~, ,  = CB~ n = 0, since ker C ~ Lat B. So we 
h ave 
Also 
A 2 + CX,~ = A 2 - CC-1A 2 + CxI~,, + C~P,,A - CBdP,, = O. 
B 2 q- XnC = B 2 -- C-1A2C + ~.C  + ~nAC - B~.C  
= B2 - "keri°± C L,lt~2 D ±.ker C +PkerC( BC-1AC + A .  Pkerc*AC)  
-- BPkerc (BC-1C + AnPkerc*C  ) 
= n 2 px  l~2D± ± 1_ 
- -  "ker  C u Xke r C - -  Pker  C BPker  c BPker c -- Pker  c BPker  c B 
=0 
and 
X, ,A  + BX n = -C -1A  3 .4- attnA + dP,,A 2 - B~nA - BC-1A z + B'tP" n 
+ BdP,,A - B2dP 
= -C -1A  3 _ BC-1A2 + dP,~A 2 - B2~p,, 
= -C-1A3-  BC-1A2 +Pk~rcBC-1A2 = O. 
Hence we have 
(A 
Xn = 0 for every n. 
( A = 0, since X = s-lira,, ~ ~ X.. This implies that x
Now, conversely, assume that X satisfies 
X B =0.  
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Then X has the form stated in Theorem 3.5. Choose 
(o o) 
~n = 0 S~ and OPn = PkerC( BC-I  + AnPkerC*), 
where 
0 ° 
OP, is bounded, since C 1 is. It is clear that ~n A = ~,C  = 0, Bxtra = C~,, 
= 0, and hence ker xI*, D.9~(A) +~(C)  and ~(~, , )  c kerB f3 kerC. Fur- 
thermore, it is easy to check that 
-C -1A  2 + ~ + OPnA - BOP,, 
-1 2 ) --Cll Alt - Cltl( AI1A12 + At2 A22) 
--(N21/J l l  d- B22B21)Cll t B21ClllA12 + S. - BeeW. + W. A22 
Therefore X = s - l imn~( -C- tA  2 + xlt n + OPnA - BOP,~), finishing the 
proof. • 
TI~OREM3.7. I f  one of Yand 3;~ is finite-dimensional, then ( a C) has 
a square-zero completion if and only if ~.~( Az) c_ ~(C) ,  ~?( B* 2) c ~'(C* ), 
and AC + CB = O. Moreover, X is an operator such that I a c I is 
/ 
square- 
zero if and only if 
X = -C -1A z + xtt + OPA - BOp, 
where ~ is any operator with ker • ___~i'(A) +~(C)  and oq~(~) c_ ker B ('1 
ker C, and OP = Pkerc (BC -1 q- APkerC*) with A an arbitrary operator. 
It seems difficult to find a simple expression of the conditions that are 
f k- 
necessary and sufficient for t a c)B to have a square-zero contraction com- 
pletion. The following propositions give simpler esults in some special cases. 
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PROPOSITION 3.8. Assume that C is injective (or C has a dense range). 
Then 
has a contractive square-zero completion if and only if the following hold: 
(i) AA* + CC* <~ I, B*B + C*C ~ I; 
(ii) AC + CB = 0; 
(iii) AZA .2 <~ CC* (or B*ZB 2 <<. C'C) ;  
(iv) with the contractions L =- Dc.I A, K = Dc lB *, and M =- C 1A2 [or 
(C* -1B '2 )*  ], 
( K*C*L - M) (  I - L*L)-~( L*CK - M*)  <~ I - K*K. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.9 and its proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose that ~(  C ) and ker C are reducing subspaces 
of A and B respectively. Then 
has a square-zero contraction completion if and only if the following hold: 
(i) AA* + CC* <~ I, B*B + C*C <~ I; 
(ii) AC + CB = 0; 
(iii) A2A .2 <~ CC*, B*2B 2 <~ C'C;  
(iv) with the contractions L - Dc.lA, K =- Dc lB *, and M =- C-1A 2, 
( K*C*L - M) (  I - L*L ) - ' (  L*CK - M*)  <~ I - K*K. 
Proof. According to the space decomposit ions ~ = ~(C)  • ker C and 
~gy= (ker C) ± ~ker  C, 
A o) o) tc l o t = , , and C = . 
Ae 2 B = B22 0 0 
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'Assume that (i)-(iv) hold true. Then (iii) implies that A 2= CM and 
B .2 = C*N with N = C* -  1B'2, a contraction. It is clear that 
M=(Cllo A2ll ~), N~-(C*-o Bt12 ~), 
and A22, B2z are square-zero contractions. It follows from (ii) that B u = 
zero .  Furthermore, let L 1 =DorA  u, K l =D- IB  * and M 1 = C- IA2 We CI I  11, 11 11" 
have by (iv) that 
I - K~K l K*C I IL  I - M l 
L*CuK 1 - M r I - L.IL 1 J >10. 
Hence 
Cu  ) Al l  
-M  l B u 
is a contraction, which implies that (Ax C)B is too. 
Conversely, assume there exists an operator 
X(Xll X1) 
X21 X22 
/ \ 
mapping c)  • ker C* into Cker ~)1 .  ker ~ so that / ~ ~ / is a square- 
\ / 
zero contraction. It is obvious that (i)-(iii) hold. From the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.4 one can easily see that X u = -C~11A1 = -M1,  X12 = O, X21 = O, 
. [ A,~ ' C,, 1 and X22 ~1(B22,  Az2). It turns out I_M, B,,] is also a square-zero 
contraction, and, by Proposition 3.8, 
L* IC ,1K  1 - M~ I - L*IL, >t O. 
Note that 
0) 
A2 2 ' K = Bz*2 ' 0 ' 
and then (iv) follows. • 
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4. SOME QUESTIONS 
29 
In Proposition 3.4, condition (iii) ensures the solvability of the equation 
(17). Can this assumption be omitted? That is, do (i) and (ii) imply (iii)? Or, if 
not, can it be replaced by another (easier) condition? Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 
are partial answers to this question. Also, is there a simple expression of the 
and the sufficient conditions for /~ c) 
/ k 
necessary to have a square-zero k- 
contraction completion? Let 
-1 2 ) -- C u An - C{-11 ( An A~2 + A12 A22) 
~= X= - (  B21Bu + B22B21)C~l I X22 : 
X22 is a solution to (17)}, 
and let 
= {X = -K*C*L  + DKZD L : 
Z is any contraction from ~(  D r) into ~(  D K ) }. 
[ 
It a s .aro  ontrao on  om 'etio  on'  ? B] 
c~ f3 ~" ~s O, but this doesn't seem to be easy to apply. 
Another question is when 
A C ? ? )  and (A? CB) 
have algebraic ompletions. In particular, is the nilpotent completion prob- 
lem solvable for these two partial matrices? Recall that an operator T is 
algebraic if there is a polynomial p(h) such that p(T) = O, and T is nilpotent 
if there is a positive integer k such that T k = 0. In this paper the nilpotent 
completion problem in the case k = 2 has been discussed. For the polyno- 
mial completion problem, the answer to the idempotent completion problem 
for 2 × 2 operator partial matrices is also accessible, and we discuss it in 
another paper. 
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